Government Major Modified with Economics – Type A

Prerequisites (3 courses):

- MATH 3: Calculus (must be taken before ECON 10/21/22) ________ Term
- ECON 1: The Price System (must be taken before ECON 10/21/22) ________ Term
- GOVT 10, ECON 10, MATH 10, or QSS 15 (circle one) ________ Term

****All prerequisites must be completed before taking ECON 21 and 22****

Courses required to complete the Government Major modified with Economics (10 courses total)

1. Government Introductory Courses (2 courses):

- Government ____: _________________________ (GOVT 3, 4, 5 or 6) ________ Term
- Government ____: _________________________ (GOVT 3, 4, 5 or 6) ________ Term

2. Government Political Economy Courses (2 courses):

- Government ____: _________________________ (any level course) ________ Term
- Government ____: _________________________ (seminar) ________ Term

Please check list of Government Political Economy and Government courses on the back.

3. Government Seminars (2 courses, which is the culminating experience):

- Government ____: _________________________ (seminar) ________ Term
- Government ____: _________________________ (seminar) ________ Term

Please check list of Government Seminars on the back.

4. Economics Courses (4 courses):

- Economics 21: Microeconomics ________ Term
- Economics 22: Macroeconomics ________ Term
- Economics ___: ___________________________ (any level course) ________ Term
- Economics ___: ___________________________ (any level course) ________ Term

Please check the prerequisites for the courses you want to enroll on the ORC. More instructions on the back.

This form needs to be approved by the faculty advisor for government modified majors by the end of the sophomore year.
Government Political Economy courses:

- GOVT 20.03: Morality and Political Economy
- GOVT 24: Development in Emerging Economies
- GOVT 30.01: The Federal Budget
- GOVT 30.03: Political Economy in the Age of Google
- GOVT 30.07: American Political Economy
- GOVT 40.07: Comparative Political Economy
- GOVT 40.15: Commodities, Globalization, and Development in Latin America
- GOVT 44: Globalization and Global Development
- GOVT 50.14: Consequences of Globalization
- GOVT 50.19: Development Under Fire
- GOVT 58: International Political Economy
- GOVT 60.14: Libertarianism
- GOVT 60.16: Capitalism
- GOVT 81.03: Economic Growth and Reform in Emerging Economies (Comparative and Intl Relations)
- GOVT 83.02: Politics and Markets
- GOVT 83.07: Politics and Economics
- GOVT 84.01: Dilemmas of Development: India, China and Egypt
- GOVT 84.14: Foreign Aid
- GOVT 84.33: Political Economy of the Middle East
- GOVT 86.07: Morality of Capitalism
- GOVT 86.25: Adam Smith and Political Economy

For course descriptions and the most current course schedules, please consult the ORC/Catalog, The Timetable of Class Meetings, and the Government website.

The Economics Department offers courses in the following fields:

- Development Economics (the “4s”)
- Industrial Organization (the “5s”)
- Money and Finance (the “6s”)
- Labor (the “7s”)
- Public (the “8s”)
- International (the “9s”)
- Advanced Theory (the “80s”)

For course descriptions, prerequisites, and the most current course schedules, please consult ORC/Catalog, The Timetable of Class Meetings, and the Economics website.

The Government Department offers seminars in the following fields:

- Government 80 – Independent Study
- Government 81 – Seminars in two or more subfields
- Government 83 – Seminars in American Government
- Government 84 – Seminars in Comparative Politics
- Government 85 – Seminars in International Relations
- Government 86 – Seminars in Political Theory and Law
- Government 92 – Seminar London FSP/Taught by Dartmouth faculty
- Government 94 – Seminar Washington, DC FSP/Taught by Dartmouth faculty
- Government 95 – Seminar Washington, DC FSP/Taught by Dartmouth faculty
- Government 97 – First of 3 required courses for the Honors Program

Apart from 94, 95, and 97; may take multiple iterations with each of these numbers as long as they are unique courses.

For course descriptions and the most current course schedules and Honors Program requirements, please consult the ORC/Catalog, The Timetable of Class Meetings, and the Government website.